The 2012 College of Science Annual Fund raised $330,000 with the help of LSU’s Talk radio station, which included contributions from listeners. The college now aims to surpass last year’s success and to continue to advance the fight against cancer through research and education. The program has advanced the fight against cancer through research and education. The program has been successful in its public-private partnership and has attracted 27 graduates from the group to offer a Ph.D. in addition, this successful public-private partnership received renewal of the Mary Bird Perkins – LSU Medical Physics Program is one of 35 in the United States that specializes in the treatment of various forms of cancer. The Office of University Relations highlighted the College of Science on LSU’s homepage this month. The web feature entitled “College of Science Featured on LSU Home Page” outlined the various events the College of Science has been involved in, as well as the accomplishments of its members.
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Newly Elected AASs Fellow Invited during Annual Meeting
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